Tikigaq School
Reopening Plan
LOW RISK
Daily Classes, with precautions
1. Maximum of 20 students per class. Size of classroom will dictate the number of
students. Classrooms will be classified by square footage.
2. Space seating areas to provide maximum distance between students
3. Practice handwashing/ use hand sanitizer a minimum of 4 times per day. Beginning
of school day, before and after specials, before and after lunch and before going
home.
4. Students wear masks. May use homemade 2 layer masks.
5. Maximum 30 for gym night in old gym, 60 for gym night in new gym with divider
down. No children under grade 7 allowed without parental supervision.
6. Sports practice and competition would be allowed.
7. At sports competition, masks will be widely distributed and social distancing
encouraged. Maximum of 150 fans will be allowed in the gym and the track would
be used to increase distance. Seats and track rail will be marked to encourage social
distancing.
MEDIUM RISK (no more than 150 allowed in building)
1. Elementary students (grades PK-6) would attend in two shifts similar to the ECE
schedule. There would be no or minimal specials.
2. Secondary students (grades 7-12) would be on a block schedule with the school day
shifting to a 3 period day plus a shortened elective session.
3. Lunch will be in classrooms.
4. No open gym
5. Sports practice and competition would be allowed. Students would be tested upon
return to Point Hope and temperatures monitored daily.
6. At sports competition, masks will be widely distributed and social distancing
encouraged. Maximum of 80 fans will be allowed in the gym. Track will be used to
allow for more social distancing. Seats and track rail will be marked to encourage
social distancing. No children under grade 7 allowed.

HIGH RISK A
Staggered Classes, with greater precautions
1. Mondays, teachers would prepare materials to be sent home to students.
2. Tuesday, Elementary morning shift students (PK-6) will attend and receive packets
for the rest of the week. Homework would be returned the following Tuesday.
3. Wednesday, Elementary afternoon shift students will attend and receive packets for
the rest of the week. Homework would be returned the following Wednesday.
4. Tuesday, Block A Secondary students, (grades 7-12) would attend a minimal day and
receive packets for the rest of the week. Homework would be returned the
following Tuesday.
5. Wednesday, Block B Secondary students, (grades 7-12) would attend a minimal day
and receive packets for the rest of the week. Homework would be returned the
following Wednesday.
6. Lunch would be provided take-out only.
7. No open gym
8. Sports practice and competition would be allowed.
9. At sports competition, masks will be widely distributed and social distancing
encouraged. Maximum of 80 fans will be allowed in the gym. Seats will be marked
to encourage social distancing. No children under grade 7 allowed.
10. Sports travel would be limited to Borough only. Students would be tested upon
return to Point Hope and temperatures monitored daily.

HIGH RISK, B

Shutdown, phase two

School at home.
1. Tuesdays, homework would be distributed and collected the following Tuesday.
2. Teachers would be available on telephone, social media or video conference.
3. Lunch would be provided take-out only.
4. No open gym.
5. No sports practice or competition.
6. No congregate meetings more than ten in the building.

